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Dog Park
Etiquette

There are a variety of behaviors all human
dog park users should exhibit in order to
maximize the safety and many wonderful
benefits a community dog pank offers. This
listing can assist users in enhancing the dog
park experience for everyone!
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Off-leash dog parks provide a wonderful
recreational outlet for dogs all over the world.
The opportunity to run and play with other
dogs in a safe, secure, enclosed environment
is a valuable tool for their social development.
Unfortunately, not every dog park is filled
with responsible owners, and, as one might
suspect, a few unmannerly people can ruin
the experience for others. Make sure you're
not one of those humans by following these
basic etiquette tips for dog parks:

ABIDE BY TIIE DOG PARK'S POSTED RULES

First, and most important, is abiding by the dog
park's posted rules- This will help keep dog parks
open and available to all dogs and their owners
as well as help prevent accidents. Then, beyond
the rules, following common courtesies and
procedures can help make the dog park safe and
enjoyable for all.

KNOW YOUR DOG Take the time to be an
informed owner. Be sure to take your dog's
temperament into consideration and don't
assume s/he's having a good time - watch your
dog's demeanor and make an informed judgment
about how happy s/he is to be there. Some dogs
will have no desire to play, yet will love to sniff
all the bushes and trees and may need to take
some time to feel comfortable; other dogs will
adapt quickly, jumping in with gusto, behaving
appropriately and will be thrilled to race another
dog from one end of the park to the other. Some
dogs take a while to feel comfortable at the dog
park and some dogs may never seem to fit in. All
types of dogs can benefit from the dog park; they
just enjoy it in different ways.

So stick close to your dog the first time you

bring him or her to the dog park. They may not
quite understand what to do - give them some
freedom, but be close by for safety and comfort

until they're acclimated. By their second visit, they
usually "get it" and start having the time of their
lives! Again, some dogs take longer; some adapt
immediately. Don't be over-protective - but don't
be negligent either. Pay attention - most dogs will
communicate their emotions to their owners.

HOWEVER, some dogs don't play wellwith others!
Dogs with aggressive personalities, whose behavior
cannot be controlled, should not be brought into
dog parks. This is unfortunate, but owners MUST

know their dogs and realize that utilizing a dog
park with them may be inappropriate, and perhaps

even dangerous.

DOGS ONIY For the safety of all concerned, do
not bring animals other than dogs to a dog park.

DON'T BRING YOUNG CHILDREN INTO A DOG
PARK There are many good reasons to keep young
children out of off-leash dog parks. The possibilities
for accidents are staggering. Children can easily
be injured by a romping, well-meaning dog. Many
dogs don't know how to behave around small
children. lf your child is wondedul with your dog,
it doesn't mean their behavior will be appropriate
with an unfamiliar dog. Be a responsible parentl
guardian - you cannot effectively monitor both a
dog and a young child at the same time. OIder
children should be told not to incite dogs to chase

them or provoke other undesirable behaviors,
which may cause safety concerns.

REMEDY BEHAVIORS BEFORE GOING TO THE
DOG PARK lf your dog is aggressive or timid,
it would be wise to work on remedying these
behaviors before bringing your dog to a dog park.

As a general rule, well-behaved, well-socialized
dogs do best at a dog park. However, a dog park

can be a WONDERFUL place to socialize a dog, if
you can stick with them, keep them under control,
comfort and encourage them- Try to take your dog



to the dog park at less crowded times to allow both
of you to acquaint yourselves with the environment
without the stress and distraction of multiple dogs.
This can help get your dog used to a dog park and

learn to behave courteously and non-aggressively.

DOGS SHOULD BE OFF.LEASH IN THE OFF.

LEASH AREA Don't leave your dog on leash

once inside the dog park. Leashed dogs tend to
be defensive, vulnerable and other dogs can
get confused and curious about why this dog is
leashed. A leashed dog in the midst of "free" dogs,
inside the off-leash area, is at a disadvantage and

may result in insecurity or anxiety in your dog.
Remove your dog's leash in the transition area

upon entering the dog park. Mixing on-leash and

off-leash dogs can cause stress in the leashed

dogs, which may lead to aggression.

OWNERS MUST SUPERVISE AND PAY ATTEN.

TION Owners must know where their dog is and

what s/he is up to at all times. Some inconsiderate
folks just let their dog off leash, sit down to

read the pape[ start chatting with others or use

their cell phone and/or ignore what their dog is

doing. This can lead to unsafe conditions, attacks,
annoying people or other dogs, missed poops,

accidents, escapes, injuries, etc. Always monitor
your dog. You should be aware of where your dog
is at all times in order to clean up after him/her
or to intervene in any situation that may develop.
Any dog with a dominant personality should be

closely monitored for any behavior that targets
less-dominant dogs. Always be aware of your dog's
location and the body language of the dogs your

dog is interacting with. Keep your eyes on your dog

- visiting and chatting with your friends is fun but
maintain your focus on your dog. Supervise your

dog's play. Be prepared to interrupt inappropriate
play whether your dog is the perpetrator or the
target. ln addition, no one likes an owner who

pretends not to notice when his or her pooch

is relieving themselves nor when their dog is

repeatedly trying to deflower [he poor shy pooch

in the corner.

AIso, stay connected [o your dog - call him/her
back occasionally for a pat on the head or a hug.
Perhaps play a quick game and then let him/her
resume play with their canine pals.

DON'T DISCIPLINE ANOTHER PARK USER'S

DOG lf you must use some force to break up a
fight, so be it, but do not attempt to "punish"
someone else's dog once the conflict is ended.
lf you find another dog's behavior unacceptable,
take your own dog out of the park rather than
"correcting" someone else's dog. Don't pick up

or grab someone else's dog without permission.

You might get bitten or inadvertently injure a

dog.

DOGS PLAY lN DIFFERENT WAYS Dogs play

in many different ways in a dog park. Some

dogs may like to play "chase", others tend

to enjoy "rough and tumble" play with fellow
canines. Still others are more interested in balls
or Frisbees thrown by humans. Be aware that
each canine has its own levels of dominance
or submissiveness, which affects the way hel
she will play with other dogs. lf your dog is a
persistent "humper," you should discourage the
behavior. More often than not, the dog being
humped eventually becomes angry and the

owner may get annoyed as well.

RESPECT OTHERS' "COMFORT LEVELS" If
your dog is playing "vigorously" with another
dog and that dog or his/her owner seems

uncomfortable with it, please attempt [o re-

focus your dog elsewhere. Even when playing,

large/heavy dogs can intimidate you ngerlsmaller
dogs. lf necessary ask if the other person is



comfortable with the dogs playing in that
fashion. Some people may be uncomfortable
with dogs establishing a hierarchy in a dog
park, and may resent this type of display.

WHEN TO REMOVE YOUR DOG TROM TTIE

DOG PARK Obviously, if your dog shows signs
of aggression (i.e., unprovoked snarling and/
or growling and/or other potential "attack"
displays), you must immediately remove him/
her from the dog park, without debate. ln
addition, if your dog is intimidating and/or
annoying other dogs, and you cannot effectively
deter him/her, then you should remove your

dog as a courtesy to others - doing so will
save you the frustration of having your dog
viewed as "aggressive" when the behavior is

actually a reaction to a specific situation or dog.
Fights may break out when dogs become over-

stimulated or over-tired. Learn to recognize the
signs that your dog has had enough play time.
Use your best judgment and determine when
it is time to remove your dog from the park. ln
addition, if a person or dog enters the park that
makes you feel uncomfortable, for whatever
reason, leave and return another time.

BARKING SHOULD BE KEPT TO A MINIMUM
Keep barking to a reasonable level, both for
the comfort of other park users as well as
nearby neighbors. Occasional barks of joy are
acceptable. Non-stop barking is not, nor is
barking with more serious, aggressive intent.

DON'T OVERDRESS Though it's not polite
for dogs to jump on people, it's also impolite
to throw a fit if a bouncing, enthusiastic pooch

does so and perhaps gets mud on you. Dog
owners should realize that dirt is often part
of the dog park scene and they should dress

appropriately.

BE CAUTIOUS ABOUT ADVICE Be careful
about giving and/or taking advice from other
park patrons who are not dog professionals.

COMPLATNTNG ABOUT BEHAVTOR (DOG
OR PERSON) lf someone complains about
your dog's behavior, be prepared to consider
his perspective before defending your dog or
just blowing off the criticism. Apologize if your

dog has been inappropriate, and be willing to
leave the park if your dog is being too rough.
Meanwhile, be polite, even if someone else's dog
is inappropriate and the owner isn't controlling
his/her dog or is unwilling to take their own dog
out of the park. lf a person or his/her dog is

behaving inappropriately, assume they don't
know any better, and do your best to educate
gently and politely. lf you're uncomfortable
doing so, seek out the help of another park user

for support. As a responsible dog park user,
you have an obligation to report inappropriate
actions of other users; particularly if the safety
of dogs or humans may be at risk.

Examples of positive phrases to use with an
owner might include:

"Excuse me, but perhaps you didn't realize
that this side of the park is for small dogs,
those weighing less than 30 pounds. Your

Lab is really handsome; I bet he'd love to
play with the Golden Retriever on the other
side of the fence."

"Hey, that sandwich looks tasty and there's
a St. Bernard headed this way who's eyeing
it with great interest. lt might be safer if
you put it away for now and enjoy it later;

outside of the dog park."

"What a cute baby! lf she were mine l'd be

worried about having her in the park here

with all these energetic dogs."



lf the inappropriate actions are putting you,your

dog or others at risk, and the other dog owner isn'[
receptive to education, take your dog and leave

the park until you can ask the park authorities to

handle the situation. lf you don't know and can't
get the dog owner's name and contact information,
try to get their license plate number. lf that's not
possible, write down a detailed description of both
dog and person, and note any times you've seen

them at the park, to help authorities make contact.
Also, write a detailed and unemotional description
of the behavio(s) you felt were inappropriate.

Generally though, a positive approach works better
with humans, just as it does with dogs.

For more information, questions or assistance
in creating a dog park in your community,

please contact:

Dr. Marilynn R. Glasser; President
mrglasser@aol.com

Dog Park Concepts and Consulting, lnc.

Following these etiquette tips,
as well as your dog park's

rules, can truly maximize safety

and enhance the enjoyment of
dog parks for both dogs and

their owners!


